
Seated Sidebending - Crossed Legs - Toe Touch
 Needs table  (Also excellent as a table lesson) updated version

Seated Tests    

A) How cross each leg?  Is there one hip that lifts from the table?  Which is 
easier?
B) How attempt to touch each top toe to floor-just in the direction the toe 
points. What areas of you do you use in this attempt?  Knees stay pointed 
generally forward.  Choose easier leg for both tests, and place it on top.

O.P.  Sit in middle of table with chosen leg crossed on top.
Test elongating both arms as far as you can comfortably go to the R and 
then to the L.  Back away if you need more length before you reach the 
table edge.  Choose easier side.  Don’t allow elbows on table.  Foot stays 
on floor.

1.  O.P. a) Both arms to one side/walk back and forth, toward and away 
from yourself.  Go to your limit with straight elbows as much as you are 
willing to explore. One arm may reach longer than the other.
b) Explore arms reaching toward the other side, moving toward the other 

edge of the table.  Always back away first to give you more room to 
reach.

2. O.P.  a) Walk arms to chosen side/stay there.  Walk floor leg as much as 
you are willing back and forth, all the way R and L.  b) Arms other side 
and REPEAT. 

3.  O.P.  a) Touch and keep hip belonging to top leg on table.  Reach with 
your arms to the opposite side, S.T..  

b)  Now repeat, and gradually allow back hip to come as needed still 
reaching toward the table as it lifts, keeping the ribs on the side expanded 
as they were before.
c)  Now raise and lower that hip to the table-alternating flexion/extension.  

Now sidebending can happen on each side.                                                          
d)  Now repeat enlarging the movement by dropping head when flexing 

and rounding, and raising head when extending and lengthening.
e)  Now with whichever hip touching table more - Trace a circle on the 

table with that hip.  Both directions.  Allow to affect the ribs and neck.  
The circle affects “ upward.”   
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f) Now a circle in the hip that is raised off the table.
g) Now an “8” that involves both hips.  How can your relaxed, hanging head 
help to start with? 
h)  Now a circle around T4 (tracing it on the table) that eventually affects 

your hips.  The circle affects “downward.”  

4.  O.P.  Repeat #3 with arms same side.

5.  O.P.  Retest touching toe directly toward floor - easier now? different 
use of lumbars? Compare with nonchosen leg.  Now Retest slowly 
uncross and recross leg-different?  Compare with crossing non-chosen 
leg.   

6.  How stand and walk?  Rest lying.

7.  Repeat lesson on other side.  then redo the 2 tests with  first leg, then 
new leg.  Stand, shift weight, and walk.  
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